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Noun a feeling of great pleasure and happiness: tears of joy | the joy of being alive.
• a thing that causes joy: the joys of Manhattan.
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Verb rejoice: I felt shame that I had ever joyed in his discomfiture or pain.

Noun a feeling of great pleasure and happiness: tears of joy | the joy of being alive.
• a thing that causes joy: the joys of Manhattan.
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Verb rejoice: I felt shame that I had ever rejoiced in his discomfiture or pain.

Noun a feeling of great pleasure and happiness: tears of joy | the joy of being alive.
- a thing that causes joy: the joys of Manhattan.

Religion a gift and a choice in the face of trials: My brethren, count it all joy when you fall into various trials.
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Gift From a Larger Force
Arkansas [Act 372]
Missouri [SB 775]
Texas [HB 900]
Florida [HB 1557]
Joy to the World?
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Gift From a Larger Force
communion (n.)

late 14c., communio, "participation in something; that which is common to all; union in religious worship, doctrine, or discipline," from Old French communion "community, communion" (12c.), from Latin communionem (nominative communio) "fellowship, mutual participation, a sharing," used in Late Latin ecclesiastical language for "participation in the sacrament," from communis "common, general" (see common (adj.)).
Warning: Vocation Awe

VOCATIONAL AWE AND LIBRARIANSHIP: THE LIES WE TELL OURSELVES

In Brief

Vocational awe describes the set of ideas, values, and assumptions librarians have about themselves and the profession that result in notions that libraries as institutions are inherently good, sacred notions, and therefore beyond critique. I argue that the concept of vocational awe directly correlates to problems within librarianship like burnout and low salary. This article aims to describe the phenomenon and its effects on library philosophies and practices so that they may be recognized and deconstructed.
When One is Attacked…

- ALA’s LeRoy C. Merritt Humanitarian Fund
- TLA’s Texans for the Right to Read
- Tocker’s Collecting All Voices
- EveryLibrary’s Campaigns
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We must ensure that the same tech giants that embraced confrontation for engagement don’t use AI to isolate and disconnect
Choose Joy
Build Community
Create the Future
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